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Abstract 
 

Learning objects (LOs) are good tools for instructional design. They are easy to be modified once 
instruction is complete. Many authors have approached them differently.  The counterparts of LOs in the field of 
software engineering are called objects (Alonso, Lopez, Manrique & Vines, 2008), which are used as a reference 
point in this paper.  Object oriented programming (OOP) and unified modeling language (UML) has dominated 
software engineering industry in the past few decades. UML has helped software architects visualize a software 
before it is actually developed, thus saving time and money.  No similar modeling language exists in the field of 
educational technology.  Most of the instructional design is done through editing lengthy text over many iterations.  
A new instructional modeling language (IML) designed by the author is introduced in this paper for the first time.  A 
parallel has been drawn between objects in software engineering with LOs in the field of instructional design. The 
LOs’ collection could be extended to build a repository which is shared among educators.  The key element of LOs 
is re-usability which has been explored. This paper explains the similarity that exists between objects and LOs with 
the introduction of a new modeling language (IML). It also highlights the advantages and challenges that they both 
offer. 
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Introduction 
 

Dowens (2004) defines learning objects in instructional design as anything that can be used, re-used or 
referenced in technology.  On the other hand, an object in software engineering is defined as something that has 
attributes and behaviors (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booch, 1999).  Objects and object oriented programming (OOP) 
have revolutionized the software engineering industry in terms of their popularity and re-usability. Most object 
oriented languages (OOL) responded to the idea of OOP by matching language constructs to the concepts that 
revolved around objects. Many object oriented design (OOD) notations like UML were introduced that helped in 
designing software systems. However, no such notational language exists for LOs. 

  The goal of this paper is not merely to draw a similarity between objects and LOs. Instead, a rigorous 
methodology has been suggested to use a similar approach which had been used in software engineering for 
decades. This approach will benefit instructional design from its concept, design, implementation, and re-usability. 
LOs can even become of greater importance when used in their repositories.  This is where the power of re-usability 
can be seen in action.  Many topics related to OOP are re-visited to see where we can benefit from its concept and 
implementation.  There is a lot that could be done in the field of instructional design with the help of LOs.  
Instructional modeling language (IML) has been introduced for the first time in this paper which could simplify the 
process of designing and launching a course, documenting requirements, and bringing instructional designers, 
subject matter experts, and software engineers on the same page.  The field of instructional design is going through 
the same process of reformation as we saw the changes in the field of software engineering a few decades ago 
through OOP.  

 Literature Review 
 

Before going into the advantages that OOP provides in software engineering, a few terms are defined and 
the similarity that exists between OOP and instructional design is described. Once the reader understands what an 
object is, it is logical to then think about a class.  A class is a group of objects (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booch, 
1999).  For example, “human being” is a class and “John Doe” is an object. In instructional design, the counterpart 
of a class is a learning objective (LJ).  LJs are defined as a set of LOs that can be evaluated according to 
performance goals in order to develop coherent information structures that help knowledge schemata in a learner’s 
mind (Donavan, Bransford, & Pellegrino, 1999).  

OOP is done through OOL.  Some of the OOL include Java, C#, Python, etc.  The first OOL developed is 
generally acknowledged to be Simula-67 in 1967.  However, the concept did not gain popularity until the1980s and 
1990s when some of the later languages such as “smalltalk”, “objective C”, “C++”, etc. appeared (Rumbaugh, 
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Jacobson, & Booch, 1999).  An OOL must have certain characteristics, such as encapsulation, inheritance, 
polymorphism, and dynamic binding in order for it to be considered an OOL (Craig, 2007); however, these concepts 
are taught in software engineering and are beyond the scope of this paper.  For example, “C” programming language 
is not an OOL because it does not have all of the mentioned characteristics. OOL was a new concept compared to 
the traditional procedural languages like “C”.   

UML is a modeling language used by a developer, architect, project manager, system engineer, 
programmer, analyst, contracting officer, customer, and anyone else who wants to design, build, and understand 
complex software systems (Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booch, 1999).  UML is used to model objects.  It provides 
concepts to draw various diagrams involving objects, classes, activities, etc. which depict a system from various 
perspectives. Conceptual models enhance conceptual learning (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1967).  A deeper 
understanding of the requirements about objects is necessary by a software engineer before they could start 
programming in an OOL. This understanding is enhanced by using an UML model.  This paper introduces a 
counterpart of UML called IML for the first time.  Instead of using graphical notations as suggested by UML for 
every concept in software engineering, LOs are abbreviated through acronyms in the IML proposed by the author in 
this paper.   

The main characteristics of objects as well as their usage are very important in OOP.  For example, re-using 
an object again-and-again saves time and thus cost.  Before the concept of an object, programming was done using 
procedural languages like “C”, “Pascal”, etc. Those languages had data and procedures spread all over the code.  
OOP gave software engineers a natural way of looking at a problem domain as objects and thus programming in it. 
Almost everything that we see is an object. OOP gave an easy to design the software system approach.  One of the 
main advantages of OOP is reusability. This reusability saves time which ultimately leads to cost savings. For 
example, the paper that you are reading is an object.  Following our definition above, the paper has attributes, such 
as, topic, text, color, language, and so forth.  It has behaviors or functions, such as, read, save, cite, etc. Another 
example of an object could be an examination in a course (e.g. MATH 101) which has attributes like questions, 
grading, method of delivery, and so forth.  

Based on our definition of an LJ which is made of many LOs, a syllabus could be used as a counterpart of a 
class. LOs could also be used and re-used (whether using a technology or not) which fits the definition. For a 
different course’s syllabus, we would probably change the name of the instructor, location, and so forth but most of 
the contents would stay the same. LJ is discussed with greater detail in this paper. Each of the items included in a 
syllabus, such as course description, grading policies, examination, homework, etc. are objects or LOs.  
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Methodology 
 

The definition of a class serves as a template which consists of attributes and behaviors.  An object is an 
instance of a class and thus has all the attributes and behaviors of a class. While this is the definition in software 
engineering and it fits the domain, instructional designers do not deal with behaviors. On top of this, the goal of this 
paper is not try to teach software engineering to the instructional designers. They are two different disciplines.  Both 
disciplines can benefit from each other.  Consider our example of the course MATH 101. If we design another 
course (e.g. ENG 101) that has everything that MATH 101 offers except different values for course description, 
grading policies, method of delivery, location, etc. – then the new course (ENG 101) is another object of the class 
“Course”.  The class and object relationship in software engineering can be illustrated by using UML in Figure 1.  
      Class 

 

    Course               Name 

  Attributes  

 

  Behavior  

 

 Object 1                   Object 2 

 

 

 

 

      ………. 

 

Figure 1. Software engineering approach for class (Course) and objects (MATH and ENG) using UML 
 

Only two attributes are listed in Figure 1.  Some of the other attributes could also be included such as: method of 
delivery, location, and so forth.  Similarly, only one behavior (Add_Course) is shown in the class course.  Some of the 
other behaviors or functions that can be added to the class “Course” are “Drop_Course”, “Take_Examination”, 
“Do_Homework”, etc.   There are only two objects named “MATH” and “ENG” which are shown in the Figure 1. More 
objects are added on as needed basis. The above example could be defined in the proposed instructional modeling 
language as follows: a class in Figure 1 is replaced by a new term; “super learning objective” (SLJ). The objects of Figure 
1 are replaced by “learning objective1” (LJ1) and “learning objective2” (LJ2), respectively. In other words, we are 
redefining the class as “super learning objective” (SLJ) instead of LJ only.  However, our SLJ could have as many LJs as 
needed.  There is no instance of a class in instructional design as in Figure 1 for software engineering. However, we have 
LOs in instructional design. This way, we have preserved the main concepts of instructional design without a compromise. 
One might ask about the advantages of using UML and/or IML. The answer can be traced back when UML was 
introduced for software engineers.  There was no modeling notation before UML in software engineering.  Many authors 
were using their own graphical notation to illustrate objects and classes. UML has provided the standard that is used 
industry wide for software engineering.  This standard eliminates a lot of confusion and facilitates understanding of 

Name: String 
Number: Integer  

… 
Add_Course(Name, Number) 

… 

MATH 

Name: MATH 
Number: 101 
… 
Add_Course(MATH, 101) 

… 

ENG 

Name: ENG 
Number: 101 
… 
Add_Course(ENG, 101) 

… 
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objects.  A diagram drawn in UML similar to Figure 1 could be then assigned to software developers who would use it in 
a requirement or a design document and write code in programming languages like “Java”. In Figure 1, we just needed the 
class to provide the template only.  The real work is done in the objects when doing OOP by the programmers or software 
engineers.  The concept of class and the objects from Figure 1 are replaced in our proposed IML as SLJ, LJ1, and LJ2 
while preserving their definitions as they relate to instructional design. The LOs are part of SLJ or LJ in our IML and are 
shown in Figure 2.  
              S L J 

       

Name                  S L J (Freshman Courses)    

LO1          LO2   
       

LO3          LO4 

LO5    

More LOs         LO6 

 

    

     

LOs              

  

  

 

 

Figure 2: Learning Objects using Instructional Design Approach with description at the bottom about LJ1 and LJ2 
 

There seems to be a universal agreement when it comes to LOs and the aspect of re-usability (Tono, & Lee, 
2011).  That means we can use the same template SLJ (Freshman Courses) from Figure 2 for as many courses as we wish. 
The thing to remember in our design is that SLJ must have all the possibilities of LOs that an LJ (course) could possibly 
have.  However, the LJs do not have to have all the LOs from the list of SLJ.  This is another place where we distinguish 
instructional design from software engineering. In Figure 2, the SLJ has “Online Quizzes” but LJ2 (ENG 101) does not.  
So, in our model it works a little different than inheritance and objects in OOP.  In other words, SLJ serves as a template 
from which LJs could borrow LOs on as needed basis.  The value of the LOs will change but the template stays the same. 
In Figure 2, the two values of LOs changed to “MATH 101” and “ENG 101” but the template (“Course Number”) stayed 
the same. This saves time and could be used as standardization of how we structure courses. Another advantage of using 
these definitions is giving it the software engineering perspective so software engineers can build a better learning 
management systems (LMS) by understanding the IML.  Most of the software engineers are comfortable with UML and 
therefore they would not have any problem in understanding IML.  Today’s latest learning management systems (LMSs) 
are built using OOL.  Figure 1 and Figure 2 could be used to complement each other as part of the design document in 
software engineering.  This will help software developers understand the requirements better. At the same time, 
instructional designers do not have to learn the details of OOP which could be challenging. Most of the software engineers 
will have no difficulty in converting SLJs, LJs, and LOs to classes and objects and then programming them to build LMSs.  

Course Number 
Course Description 
Examinations 
Home works 
Online Quizzes 

… 
 
 

MATH 101 
Course Description 
Examinations 
Home works 
Online Quizzes 

L J 1 (MATH 101) 

ENG 101 
Course Description 
Examinations 
Home works 
… 

L J 2 (ENG 101) 

Description: This is the S L J for 
Freshman Students 

This is L J for English classes taught 
to Freshman students (Description) 

This is L J for Math classes taught to 
Freshman students (Description) 
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We have already introduced IML in Figure 2; however let us ponder upon all the possibilities of a course’s 
content. The research done in this paper can be extended from basic course content to a very sophisticated course offered 
through mobile devices. The current literature does not provide a conceptual model for applications for handheld 
technology (Churchill, 2011).  Almost all courses have a syllabus which could contain a plethora of contents such as 
course description, homework, quizzes, exams, class participation, grading policy, textbooks, reading list (books), articles 
to read, online contents, labs, lab instructions, reference books, instructor’s office info., instructor’s contact info., 
instructor’s picture, discussions, journals, individual projects, group projects, videos and online submission information, 
and so forth.  The recommendation to add a description in the definition of LO from Sosteric and Heseimer (2004) makes 
sense.  Therefore, description has been added as part of our IML as well.  Instead of reading long texts of design 
information or designing in LMS and editing it over and over again where one could get lost and forget most of the 
information, a simple and easy to remember graphical notation is introduced in IML.  That means, a course is designed 
using IML and then text can be put appropriately using LMS.  This design could also be beneficial to software engineers 
before they design and program an LMS.  The notations proposed for IML are as follows: 
 

     S L J = Super Learning Objective = e.g., freshman 

 Courses. 

     LO1, LO2, and so forth are the Learning Objects. 

  

     This is the description part of the LO 

 
Figure3: Super Learning Objective (SLJ) and Los 
 

In Figure 3, SLJ is represented by a rectangle divided by two horizontal lines.  The top area is used for the name 
of the SLJ, the middle area is used to list all the LOs, and the bottom area is for the description about the SLJ.  There is no 
difference between the notation for SLJ and LJ. That means both are represented by a rectangle in IML.  So, SLJ will have 
its’ type within the parenthesis, e.g., SLJ (Freshman Courses) whereas, LJ will be written according to the actual value of 
the LJ’s course which in our example is Math 101 and it is one type of freshman course.  We do not want to restrict the 
words in parenthesis so that instructional designers could put whatever is self-explanatory. An example of an LJ which 
uses a similar template as SLJ could be drawn as follows in Figure 4 for Math 101:  

 
     Learning Objective (Math 101) 

      

 

 

 

       Learning Objects (LOs) and their acronyms 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Learning Objective (L J) for Math 101 

 
S L J (Freshman 

Courses) 

LO1 

LO2 

… 
This is S L J for Freshman 
Math Courses 

 L J (Math 101) 

LO_n1 

LO_n2  

LO-cd 

LO_e1 

LO_e2 

LO_h 

LO_oq 

LO_de 
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The goal of our graphical notation is to multi-fold, be simple to understand and use, to avoid the textual 
details, and to create a standard for the future design of instruction.  Instead of introducing too many graphical 
notations, we are limiting to whatever is needed. Similarly, we are not designing more graphical notations for LOs.  
Rather, easy-to-remember and self-explanatory acronyms are used which are explained below. 

Acronyms for LOs 

The following acronyms are used in our IML. 

LO  - Learning object 

LJ  -  Learning objective 

LJn  - Learning objective number (e.g. LJ1) 

SLJ  - Super learning objective 

LJm  -  Learning objective through mobile devices 

LO_n1  -  LO for course number 

LO_n2  - LO for course name 

LO_si  - LO for school information 

LO_nn  -  Any LO that starts with the letter n for the future 

LO_cd  - LO for course description 

LO_cg  - LO for course goals 

LO_ce  - LO for course expectations 

LO_e  - LO for examination 

LO_en  - LO for examination number such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 

LO_ef  - LO for final examination 

LO_em - LO for midterm examination 

LO_h  - LO for home works 

LO_hn  - LO for home works’s number such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 

LO_q  - LO for quizzes 

LO_qn  - LO for quiz number such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 

LO_oq  - LO for online quiz 

LO_oqn - LO for online quiz number such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 

LO_cp  - LO for class participation 

LO_gp  - LO for grading policy 

LO_gs  - LO for grading scale 

LO_sp  - LO for school’s policies 

LO_cm - LO for course materials 

LO_o  - LO for course outline 

LO_tb  - LO for textbook 

LO_rl  - LO for reading list (books) 

LO_ra  - LO for reading list (articles) 

LO_oc  - LO for reading list (online content) 

LO_rb  - LO for reference books 
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LO_l  - LO for labs 

LO_ln  - LO for labs number such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 

LO_li  - LO for lab instructions 

LO_io  - LO for instructor office information (location) 

LO_ip  - LO for instructor’s picture 

LO_d  - LO for discussions 

LO_de  - LO for fescriptions 

LO_j  - LO for journals 

LO_s  -  LO for schedule 

LO_ip  - LO for individual projects 

LO_gp  - LO for group projects 

LO_os  - LO for online submission instructions 

LO_lj_de - LO for description about LJ  

LO_slj_de - LO for description about SLJ  

Please note that numbers could be added for any type of design if needed. For example, if there are two 
individual projects (ip), the IML will be LO_ip1 and LO_ip2 respectively.  This flexibility is always available to the 
instructional designers who are using the IML. 

The suggestion given by Sosteric and Heseimer (2004) about adding a description to a learning object is a 
good idea and therefore we have included a description with class (LJ) as LO_lj_de. This description explains the 
details about the  LJ. In the Figures 2 through 5(below), description is shown at the bottom of the rectangle for SLJ 
and LJ.  The size of these rectangles could grow depending upon the number of LOs and the length of the 
description.  Every LO can have a separate description of itself in a textual format.  This description will make a 
design more understandable to the reader.  However, a separate appendix should be used to add the descriptions 
about all of the LOs, if needed. Let us re-visit the definition of LJ and LOs from above.  For example, LO1 could be 
exam1 and LO2 could be another exam2 as shown below or homework and so forth that are offered in a course.  

 LJ    = MATH 101 

 LO_n1    = Math 101 

     LO_n2    = Intro to Math 

     LO_e1     = Exam1 

     LO_e2    = Exam 2 

     LO_h   = Home work 

     LO_oq   = Online Quiz 

  LO_de   = This Math class is used for freshman 

         

 

Figure5: Sample LJ is shown with actual values for the Figure 4 above 

Math 101 

Intro to Math 

Exam1 – 30% 

Exam2 – 30% 

Home work – 20% 

Online Quiz – 20% 

This Math class is 
used for Freshman  

Math 101 
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It should be noted that the size of this notation (rectangle) does not matter.  However, what matters is the 
shape (must be a rectangle for SLJ and LJ) and the description of the language, IML.  The word “class” and course 
should not be mixed in this paper.  The words “class” and “object” are dedicated for the discussion of LJ and LOs 
respectively and are borrowed from the field of software engineering. The process of designing a course can be 
accomplished with the help of SLJ, LJ and LOs.  As we have seen above, writing of lengthy texts is not necessary 
because it could take forever to read and is confusing. IML could be taught and used for a better instructional 
design.  

Repositories 

There is an acute need for the development of an instructional design tool and sharing of educational 
material which would help faculty in the designing of curriculum and expand the knowledge of students and faculty 
alike. No standardized tool exists today in the academia to design a curriculum or share educational material without 
long textual explanations which take a lot of the educators’ time and resources. Present learning management 
systems (LMSs) depend on the time consuming process of writing, selecting, editing, and posting complex contents 
for a curriculum.  IML can be used by faculty of all disciplines at all levels of education for the designing of a 
curriculum, LOs, and their relationships. IML promises to provide flexibility in designing a course in a systematic 
fashion while defining a new standard.  IML can be expanded and coupled with a repository of learning objects 
(LOs) or existing LMSs. IML promises a new tool that is complete, easy to use, and time saving for faculty.  It also 
provides an opportunity to the teachers to share knowledge on an everyday basis.  More importantly, it will bring the 
educational technology community to agree upon a single definition of LOs.  There has been a long discussion over 
the years for the standardizing LOs without a compromise.  The LOs’ repositories can be uploaded on an Intranet 
and shared among the teachers and students within an organization and across organizations. These repositories can 
be made available to the teachers and students 24/7 throughout the year. Repositories stored electronically are the 
best way to share useful information among educators and students alike (Carrión, Gordo, & Sanchez-Alonso, 
2007). Currier, Barton, O’Ceirne, & Ryan (2004) described about the quality of LOs as it relates to metadata.  
Specifically, they researched about the creation and the quality of metadata repositories. They acknowledged the 
importance of metadata and their use over the web. However, they argued that the creation of the repositories had 
been overlooked.  LOs could be a perfect choice to design metadata repositories and store it on an intranet to be 
shared by the knowledge seekers of all levels and profession. 

Limitations 

The only drawback from instructional designers’ perspective is that they might not know the original 
concepts of OOP and thus will take some time to understand graphical notations like IML.  A simple training about 
IML should suffice.  The IML does need a feasibility study before it can be adopted in the academia. Most 
instructional designers use ready-made LMSs to design a course. However, most of these designs are either done on 
the fly or by providing lengthy textual descriptions making it a time consuming process. A notational language like 
IML might be confusing at first, however, it is needed to design courses in the field of instructional design.  This 
will allow the instructional designers to visualize the course before it is built in LMS. Instead of going through long 
texts of information which could be confusing, a graphical notation like IML might be the answer to many of the 
intricacies that the field of instructional design offers.  On top of that, graphical notations and acronyms are much 
easier to learn and remember. Hence, the benefits outweigh the limitations. 

Future Research 

LOs offer hope for future research as well. Since the concept of LOs was borrowed from software 
engineering, not every concept from software engineering has been explored.  For example, the concepts of 
encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism could be looked into in finding any benefit which might exist in order 
to introduce their counterparts in instructional design. LOs could further be explored as it relates to the 
implementation of human performance technology. As more sophisticated software is developed to enhance the 
power of instructional design, more avenues will open as it relates to LOs and IML. IML could be distributed to 
teachers at all levels for a prototype testing.  This data can finally be tested using inferential statistics (Creswell, 
2012) which would determine the feasibility of IML in the field of educational technology.  There is a lot of work 
which needs to take place to design LOs’ repositories, and IML can play a very important role. 

Conclusion 
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The research in this paper showed that the idea behind UML revolutionized the development of software. 
While many instructors struggle and spend a lot of time in designing a good course, IML might be the answer to the 
instructional designers. If implemented with the proper notation, it can simplify the process.  This is in alignment 
with software engineering where classes/objects are defined in terms of abstractions that are composed of data and 
behaviors. These abstractions are more useful if they are made digital and implemented in one of the object oriented 
programming languages such as “Java” or “C#” (pronounced as C-Sharp). OOP also makes use of other concepts 
such as inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding. Those concepts work well and are widely used in software 
engineering.  However, this paper did not apply every aspect of software engineering into instructional design. This 
is an open research area. LOs repositories could be an excellent source of knowledge and sharing among teachers of 
all levels.  This will save cost and give more time to teachers to work on other much needed areas. IML can be used 
without a lot of complexity and compromise for the two disciplines; instructional design and software engineering. 
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